
May 25,2007 

Robert E. Feldman 
Executive Secretary 
Federal Deposit Insurance Cwpomtlon 
5501Pstreetw 
Washington OC 20429 

RE: Comments on Model Privacy Form 

Dear Mr. Feldman, 

Worid's Foremost Bank (VVFBw) is a credit card bank charted under the laws of the 
State of Nebraska. WFB has no branches but Issues credit cards to cardholders in all 
50 states. 

WFB would llke to offer the following comments on thm questions speckally stated in 
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking and then also provide some general comments. 

Question A2 
WFB does not feel that the proposed form will allow us to fully or accurately disclose our 
P~~V=Y policy- 

As a state chartered bank, not onty are we subject to federal privacy laws, we are also 
subject to any individual stdte's privacy laws that provide their a'tszens with greater 
protection than the federal laws. In some cases, we are muired to give add'inal 
itlfomatioll In our privacy notices. The proposed form currently does not allow for the 
flexibility to Indude those additional notices. Therefom, in atder to comply with any 
additional state requirements, we will have to provide an additional, separate notlca to 
our customers and applicants. . 
In addition, we are concerned with the use of standardized language throughout the form 
with fMe flexibility as to what Ianguwe may or may not be included. While this issue is 
addressed h Footnote 26, we find it extremely troublln~ that the agencies are willing to 
sacrifice accuracy for simplicity. Isn't the purpose of the privacy notice to inform the 
consumer as to where their personal information b being gathered from and where it 
may be going? It would seem that the use of standardw language and vague terms 
reduces the eWwness - of the notice and opens h e  door to more questions in the 
consumer's mind which are ulff rnately not answed by the privacy policy, 

For example, WFB is a limited purpose bank that does not offer any tmdltional banking 
services (i.e. - deposit accounts, mortgages, dosed-ended credit). Hwever, under tfw 
proposed notice, we would be required to stab that we may obtain personal information 
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when a person deposits money, applies for a loan or uses their debit card -which is not 
true in our case. Not only an thls be confusing to the customer, but it may be construed 
as being misleading as to the nature of our institution, the p r o d m  we offer and from 
where we obtain a customer's personal information, Themfore, we respecthilly ask that 
this issue be reconsidered and to allow some flexibility when describing from where an 
organiration obtains a consumer's personal Information. 

Question 113, 
WFB woukl Ilke to see an optron of putting Ute opt-out information on the bottom of page 
one. Currently, the only method W FB offers to its customers to opt-out is throw h the 
use of a toll-free telephone number. Therefom, the amount of information that we would 
provideon~ethirdpagleisminimal,takinguponiyaboutoneinchofspace(which , 

inciudes the t i h  and verbiage as to when we will begin sharing information). Rather 
than wasting a third sheet of paper on such a minimal amount of information, we ask that 
an option be provided to include the necessary o p t a t  methods on the bottMn of page 
one, with the understanding &at the third page be required if the amount of information 
needed to explain the opt-out methods available would cause the information on page 
one to no longer m e t  the sizing requirernenb. 

Question 8.3. 
As rnatly companies currently do, WFB u t i l i  our monthly billing statements to deliver 
the annual privacy notice to our customers, However, under the w m t  proposal we 
would not be abk to do so due to the fact that the sire of the sheet of paper proposed is 
larger than the maximum size of insert our statement processor will allow us to use. 
Therefore, WFB would be YuireU to send a separafe malling to our customers, 

The maximum size of insert that w r  processor will allow us to use is 7" x 3 W* (folded). 
As we currently do with many other pieces, we print on street of paper that is trimmed 
dawn to P" x 10 W and mate a tri-fold insart in order to meet the sizing requiremen&. 
Using the guidelines for type size and style, leading and x-height, we were able to re- 
create the model form on sheets of paper trimmd down to 7" x 10 %* and found that it is 
quite easy to read and easily maintains the layout shown in the propowd rule. We were 
afsa able to Include the content that would appear on our MI-d page at the bottom of 
page one . without having any impact on the rest of the information provided on the first 
page- 

As with many other companies, we would like to see continued use of the monthly billing 
statement as a delivery system; therefore, WB qsk that you take this Into consideration 
befare determining the finat size requirements. WHle we only know what our 
processor's requirements am (7" x 10 W ,  folded down to 7" x 3 W), we respectfully ask 
that f lu  wwk with those organizations that utilize their monthly billing statements as a 
delivery system for the annual privacy notice prior to the finalization of the rule in order to 
determine an acceptable document size. 

General Comments 
As many others have commented, we too would like to see tb p h c y  notice printed on 
one piece of paper with printing on both sides. While it is nofed in the proposed rule that 
those questioned stated that they 'preferred" the version that they could put side-by- 
side, one question we have is Wat is the ptefemm based on - a necessity to have the 
documents side-by-side or was it simply a rnaner of conwnience not to have to turn the 
page aver? Given the fact that hundreds of millions (or more) of annual privacy notices 



will be printed each year, not to mention the hundds of millions of initial privacy 
notices, we believe that the answer should be carefully considered bemuse the impact 
will be substantial, most notably on the environment. 

Whtfe we understand the need to ensure the consumer understands what happens with 
their personal infomation, we feel that a balance needs to be struck between nscessity 
and convenience. If having the fnformation printed on separate 8 %" x 1 I* sheets of 
paper, one side only, is mere& a convenience or a nicety, does it seem reasonable to 
waste biOIians of pieces of paper each yeat? If the information can be presented in an 
easily readable format that would still allow for the annual notices to be delivered with 
monthly billing statements rather than require a separate mailing, doesn't it seem ' 
reasona bla to permit that? 

While the format and guidelines outlined in the notice may be considered the ideal 
format, we respectfully ask the agencies to review the guidelines in light of the 
substantial economic and environmental impact that such rules will cause and develop 
guidelines that will not only satisfy the ultimate goal of the model form - ease of 
understandihg - but will do so in a way #at does not ultimately cause a severe and tong- 
term negative impact on the environment- By making some minor changes to the 
proposed guiddines, not only wilt the mnsumer's needs still be met but the negative 
impact on the environmenf may be dumd substantially. 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment with re- to the proposed rules. H there 
are any questins, 1 may be conta&ed d i W y  at (402) 323-4322 or 
Joe.Friebe@mbelas,com. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Friebe 
sident and Chief Execu!w Officer 
World's Foremost Bank 
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